The energy dependence and the magnitude of the cross section for 0 production by unpolarized photons measured I,2 in the reaction yp -p lrs*-7r"
(1)
suggests that o production proceeds partly via one-pion exchange (OPE) and partly via diffraction scattering, with the dominant contribution at low energies (-2-4 GeV) coming from OPE. Using polarized photons, the contributions from natural parity (P = (-1) J)and unnatural parity (p =-(-1) J, exchange in the tchannel can be separated, and the above conjecture can be tested,
We have analyzed w production in reaction (1) at 2.8 and 4.7 GeV exposing t.he .
82-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at SLAC to the linearly polarized Compton back-I scattered laser beam. Table I summarizes the details of the beam and of the exposure.
3-6
In Table I we list the number of events which gave a CC ."fitt* to reaction (1) (the photon energy Ey not being constrained) and which satisfied the following criteria:
the mass assignments are consistent with ionization, and the event has no accepted fit to the hypothesis yp -+p$r-. Most of the multineutral events are removed by requiring the reconstructed photon energy to lie within the limits specified in Table I .
In Fig. 1 the n+7r-n" mass distributions show a clear w signal. In order to determine the cross section for w production corrections were made for w events which:
(a) were excluded because they fit the 3C hypothesis yp +pti+n-(X2 < 25); (b) have a reconstructed photon energy outside the specified energy interval or a n+7r-lr" mass outside the o region (0.67 -0.90 GeV); (c) were lost because.of short recoil protons:
or (d) have a decay mode other than 07 r+n-~ 0 Corrections (a) and (b) were determined using the track and event simulation program PHONY8 and amounted to 1.09&O. 02 at 2.8 GeV and I. 22kO.06 at 4.7 GeV. For (c), because ,eients with short recoil protons cannot be measured reliably, we disrcgardcd all events with It 1 < 0.014 GeV2 (t is .
-.2 -the square of the four-momentum transfer between incoming and outgoing proton).
At 2.8 GcV the minimum value of 1 t 1 is 0.014 GeV2 and no correction of type (c) was applied. At 4. 7 GcV we estimate the loss to be G&20/0 by extrapolating the t distribution according to Eq. (4) below, The scanning efficiency for events with ItI >0.02 GeV2 was found to be greater than 99%.
The corrected total o production cross sections are given in Table II and Fig. 2 together with those of other experiments. 1.2.9-11 The differential cross sections dc/dt are shown in Fig. 3 and Table III . A fit of da/dt for 0.02 < 1 t I< 0.4 GeV2 to the form C exp (At) leads to the values for A and C given in Table II .
For the analysis of the w decay angular distributions we adopt the formalism of Ref. 12, Results will be presented in the helicity system, which was found to be the preferred system for the analysis of p" photoproduction. In Table II Table II . I
One can compare flz to the corresponding quantity, $ , for p" production in the reaction yp -.-pp ' 4y5 For ItI < 1 GeV2, .
we found the ratio $/rE to be between 6 and 9 depending on the models used to determine the p" cross section.
Using the combination of VDM, quark model and SU(6) this ratio has been predicted16 to be 9. However, there could be a large positive contribution (-4OQ from A2 exchange to oz which would reduce the value of this ratio l7 (the A2 cxchange contribution to c p" is expected to be small).
Next we compare the contributions from unnatural parity exchange with the predictions of one-pion exchange (OPE) . A similar analysis has been given by SchilHng and Storim '* for w production by unpolnrizcd photons. The OPE ~notlcl. we calculate the pre&ctions for the (,,J density matrix elements assun?ill~ that the natural parity exchange contributions conserve helicity in the total c. m.
system as in the reaction5 yp -.l~p' and that the contributions from unnatural parity exchange arc due to OPE. As a function of t the 0 density matrix is then .
given by
In the helicity system plml = -Im p1 1 = l/2, and all other density matrix -(OPE) parameters in Eq. (2) are zero; for p ik we use the predictions of elementary OPE,~ which in the Gottfried-Jackson system 12 " WPE) = are pl. .,.
-Im p2(Opq= 
Conclusion:
The o production cross section decreases from 5.8 f. 0.5 ,ub at 2.8 GeV to 3.2 f. 0.3 lb at 4.7 GeV. Both natural and unnatural parity exchanges contribute to u production.
The energy dependence and the magnitude of the unnatural parity exchange cross section agree with the predictions for' one-pion exchange. The natural parity exchange cross sections do not change significantly from 2.8 to 4.7 GeV.
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